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BRIEF TECHNOLOGY

Stress occurs when a person's heart is restless. It is
important that we know how to deal with stress. As a
Muslim the best way to relieve stress is to recite zikr.

Harmony is an Augmented Reality (AR) mobile application
that apply the Name of Allah (Asma’ul Husna) as zikr. The
uniqueness of this application is it comes with flashcards of
10 different emotions as the AR marker.

PROBLEM STATEMENT & CURRENT ISSUES

Movement control order (MCO) in Malaysia lead to
negative psychological impacts, including acute stress
reaction and long term post-traumatic stress disorder.

Meditation is an individual activity uses several techniques
such as mindfulness or focusing the mind on a particular
object or thought. The purpose of meditation is to train
attention and awareness and achieve a mentally clear and
emotionally calm and stable state (Hanif, 2020).

INVENTIVENESS  & NOVELTY

Harmony mobile application is a new alternative to reduce
stress using zikr the Name of Allah. Furthermore, this
application applying new technology such as AR, to make
the user more attach and attracted to use the application.
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USEFULNESS & APPLICATION
 User can directly access Asma’ul Husna’s video without 

internet connection.
 User has access to easy and beneficial Asma’ul Husna’s

zikr and doa by only having the flashcards.
 User has access on how to pronounce these zikr by 

using the audio that will appear using Augmented 
Reality.

IMPACT OF THE PRODUCT
“Harmony: Zikir Asma’ul Husna” 
is an alternative way to reduce
stress.
It is a platform for the user to
learn more about the  Name 

of Allah and also apply the zikr 
daily based on their emotions. 
Therefore, Harmony application
can encourage happy life living for the user. 

MARKET POTENTIAL 
 Harmony is a new way to perform zikr in controlling

negative emotions in oneself
 Harmony is the first Asma’ul Husna mobile application

that has AR technology with zikr that based on user's
emotion.

 Harmony has huge potential to be market. The
flashcards can be sold on its own or maybe collaborate
with Islamic author to be apart of Asma'ul Husna book.

TRL : 5 - Validation in real environment


